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The Money Sterilizer

Introduction
Given the recent COVID-19 pandemic and the spread other
viruses such as SARS, MERS, and Ebola throughout the world,
there has been a rise in the interest of sterilization.
To address this, the plasma money sterilizer was developed;
Its function is to effectively sterilize and disinfect banknotes
which are known to transmit germs such as viruses and
bacteria.
Being the world’s first patented open bill sterilizer capable of
removing bacterial fine dust (PM 2.5) and killing 99.8% of
germs in 30 seconds by using a Plasma ion cluster instead of
the existing UV-ray or germicide methods, it’s technical ability
has been proven through multiple certifications.
We at Beacorp have made it our mission to bring the plasma
money sterilizer to the global market and push for its
implementation across varies industries in order to achieve a
safer society when it comes to handling of banknotes.

Survey
According to a survey of 1,000 people conducted by
MasterCard, almost 60% of Europeans believe cash is the
dirtiest item they come into contact with, ahead of escalator
hand rails, buttons on payment terminals and library books.
Furthermore, about 83% of the respondents believe cash
carries a lot of bacteria. Unfortunately, they are right.

Research
A study (the dirty money project) from the NYU (New York
University, US), which tested 80 one-dollar banknotes for the
presence of microorganisms, has determined that the dollar
bills which are currently in circulation in the US are effectively
contaminated with significant amounts of germs, ranging from
over 3000 different types of bacteria to various fungi and even
some potentially life-threatening viruses. Most of said germs
are bacteria causing food poisoning, gastritis and pneumonia,
and some of those were even found to be resistant to
antibiotics.
Independent tests on European money conducted by a team of
scientists at the Oxford University in December 2012 revealed
that the average banknote could contain up to as much as
26,000 bacteria, which, for a number of pathogenic organisms,
is sufficient for passing on infection.

Application
•

Banks

•

Currency exchangers

•

Armored transport providers

•

Casinos

•

Shopping malls

•

Supermarkets

•

Fast food restaurants

•

Other businesses that handle significant amounts of cash

Specifications
• Plasma ion cluster, which penetrates between bills;
• Neutralizes 99.8% of germs in 30 seconds
• Neutralizes 98.5% of germs in 20 seconds
• Sterilization process harmless to human body
• HEPA filter that removes fine dust (PM2.5) on bills
• Auto-recognition sensor for automated usage
• Timer setting
• Built-in communication UTP and power line
• AC 100V~260V 50/60Hz input
• DC 12V 6.3A output
• Dimensions in millimeters: W 388 x D 466 x H475

Certifications
• Korea patent certification 10-1545608
• Korea design registration certifications 30-0850982,
30-0780044 and 30-0843765
• Korea certificates of trademark registration 40-1164126 and
40-1164127
• Korea certificate of utility model registration 20-0478413
• Korea electrical appliances safety certifications
HI07030-15001A and HI07030-15002A
• US patent certification 14/730.578
• Japan patent certification 2015-102702
• Japan design registration certification 1536054
• China certificate of utility model registration
ZL 2015 2 0249123.9
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